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Thank you for downloading a SoozintheShed instructional pattern.   
 
I hope you enjoying your instructions and would love to see a photo of the finished product, you can either email 
it to me or pop a photo on my Facebook page.  Reviews are always good too, let me know what you think and if 
there is anything I can improve on.  All the contact details are at the top of this page. 
 
The Copyright in the Text & Illustration of this pattern belongs to Sue Simmons / Sooz in the Shed.   
 
You may use this pattern for personal and non-commercial use, if in any doubt please email 
soozintheshed@gmail.com. 
 

Great for using up stash yarn, I actually used a pack that 

came free with a magazine for this one. 

� You will need: 

� 150-200g DK Yarn 

� 4mm Crochet Hook 

� Sewing up needle 

• CH 72 and join in a SS  (make sure the chain is not twisted at all) 

 

• CH 3 and work a TR into the next 2 stitches.  ***Skip a stitch, CH 1 and work a TR into the next 

3.  Repeat from *** SK1, CH1 and SS to join.   (You should have 18 clusters of TR's and 18 spaces) 

 

• SS 2 stitches to the first CH space, CH 3 and work 2 x TR's into that same space.  (Jump to the 

next CH space and work 3 x TR's) repeat what's in-between the brackets another 6 times so you have 

8 clusters in total. Into the next CH space work 3 x TR's, 3 x CH and 3 x TR's. (Jump to the next CH 

space and work 3 x TR's) repeat to end and SS to join.  You will now have 8 clusters, a point, 8 clusters 

and a point) 

 

• From now on work each round, working 3 x TR's into every chain space, but into each point 

work 3 X TR's, 3 x CH, 3 x TR's to form the point for another 15 rounds. 

 

• To finish off the neckline, join yarn to any CH space and CH 2, work 2 x DC's into the same 

space.  Then work 3 x DC's into each CH space around and SS to finish. 

 

• Add tassels if required by cutting 3 x 5" lengths of yarn, hold them together and fold them in half, 

hook through a CH space on the bottom row and pull the yarn through the loop.  Pull quite tight to 

secure. 

 



Cosy & colourful for the 

winter! 
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Stitches explained: 

 
Chain Stitch (CH) - Yarn around hook (from the back) and pull the new yarn through the loop on your hook.  This is 

ONE chain.  Repeat as needed. 

Double Crochet (DC) - Put hook through work, draw yarn back through (2 loops on hook) yarn around hook (from 

the back) draw yarn through the 2 loops on the hook. 

Treble Crochet (TR) - Yarn around hook (from the back) put hook through work and draw yarn back through (3 loops 

on hook) yarn around hook, draw through 2 loops on hook, yarn around hook, draw through 2 loops on hook. 

Slip Stitch (SS) - Put hook through work, draw yarn back through work and the stitch on your hook. 


